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ABSTRACT
ThP dAep-sea environmP-n

is divided into three zones:

pelegic, the abyssobenthic, and the hadal zones.
not a~ ooth featureless fedimPn ary

the abysro-

The ocean floor is

lain as has been believed ear icr,

but instead it is of rough topogr&phy dth numerous irregularites, deep
depressions, many high seamounts, end elongate ridges i,nd trenches,
termined lcrgely by tectonic movements and volcanic extrufion~.

oe-

The

sea. floor is the place of accumuhtior of solid detri tal ma teriE:1) of
organic or inorganic origin, end it ii:; virtuelly covered with unconsolidated sediments.

These sediments are being deposited on the ocean

floor at rates which vary from place to place and are the resu t of a
var ety of ~ources.

The sedimenti:> arP derivt:>d from cont · nental

B!'f~r.~,

coests, and marine life; the atmosphere, rivers, ocenn currents, and
ice are the media of transport.

The sediments consist of muds of

various colors, calcareaous and ~i iceaous oozes, ~nd a distinct ve
red clay.
Life does exist, and Pbund&ntly in many place~, in the abys ~al
a

a

hadal e..ree s of the oceans.

In order for this life to exist it

must adapt it~elf to the characteristics of its environment.

Some

of the~e characteristic~ are poor li~ht, low temperature, high presr,ure,
~elinity, low oxygen content, and food.
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INTRODUCTION

e

Purpose &nd Scope of Report.
The aim of this report is to give a general description of the deepsea environment.

The geology and topography of the deep-sea floor and

the physical, chemical, and biologic aspects of the deep- sea are difcus~ed in detail.
Dunbar and Rodgers (1957, p. 46) say that "marine waters now cover
about 70 per cent of the Earth's surface, and during much of the past
they were even more extensive".

The total area of the oceans and their

adjacent seas is 361 million sq. km.

The area of the abyss (area below

2000m) is 84 per cent of the tot&l, or about 303 million sq. km.

The

area between 2,000 and 6,000 meters below the surface makes up 76 per
cent of all the area, or approximately 273 million sq. km.

The total

land area is only slightly more than ha f oft is (149 million sq.

km.)~

"The total area of t he globe is 510 million sq. km., so that more than
half the globe is occupied by the abyss" ( 'Bv uul'>' , 1957, p. 645).
The marine environment may be divided into two great zones:
the pelagic, pertaining to the • bdivisions of the
nn

(2)

(1)

a ter above the bottom,

The benthic, pertaining to subdiv ' sicn of the ocean floors.

Figure 1. illu~trater the two zones and their respective subdiv ' sions.
In this report the aby ssopelagic, the a ys~obenthic, -nd the hadal
zones are discussed.

The abyssopelagic zone i s that zone which lies

roughly bet1een 2,000 and 6,000 meters, and in which the t@lllperature
is never above

4°c.

The ab: ssobenthic zone is the complement of the

abys sopelagic zone, o~ it is confine

to the bottom.

Hedgpeth, it was Bruun who proposed the term

-

1

According to

hadal 1 for environmental

region s which are confined to deep trenches, and whose fauna have

2
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distinctly different characteristics from those of the above regions
(Hedgpeth, 1957, p. 21).
zone which

The hadal zone can also be classified as a

ies below about 6,000 meters of water.

The conditions of the abyss are not the same in all the oceans,

A

distinction must be made between the conditions of the broad ocenn basins
and of the mediterrane&ns-the deep basins enclosed within and between
the continental platforms.

Hi~to~

.Qf

Deep-Sea Exploration.

Until recently very little research had been done in the investigation of the deep-sea.

The first extensive study to any great extent

was made between 1872 and 1876 by the HMS Challenger Expedition, and the
information gathered during that expedition " ••• provided the backlog
against which the geology of the sea· floor has been built"
1948, p.2).

(Shepard,

Since that time many other expeditions have taken place,

some of the more famous ones being the expeditions by the vessels Albatross (1888-1920), Meteor (post World War I), Galathea (recent), and
various cruises of the Atlantis just before and since Word War II.
The boom in oceanographic expeditions and submarine geological expeditions came about as a result of World War II, when all the major
powers carried out extensive explorations.

(Shepard, 1948, p. 6).

Deep-sea research is rapidly developing, and in the next decade
many advances will be made.

Research in thi~ field will influence many

basic concepts in other fields of natural history.

As soon as accurate

bathymetric charts &re made, a proper understanding of the deep-sea
floor, the earth, navigation, studying of sedimentation, geophysical
studies, and biological investigations can be made, and conclusions

e

4

drawn {Wi.eseman, 1953, p. 3).

Some of the problems which are being worked

on by the scientists and are discussed in this report are:
"The morphology and stratigraphy of the deep-sea floor.
The general properties of the sediment carpet and its substratum.
The properties of the water layer next to the deep-sea floor.
The abyssal fauna inhabiting the deep-sea floor.
The organi:-ms and processes important to deep-Rea sediments."
(Ovey, 1953, p. 1)

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Acknowledgments.
The writer is grateful to Mr. F.~. Holland, Jr., for his assistance and supervision of the writing of this report.
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY Of THE DEEP-SEA FLOOR
Topography.
Until recently the general trend of hought among most scientists
h_as been that the ocean floor is a vast monotonous plain with only a
few mountainous mas see rising above it.

This idea was based on the

scattered soundings which were made by the HMS Challenger Expedition
between 1872 and 1876 ($hepard, 1948, p. 2).

Actually, from data com-

piled by the many recent expeditions, the ocean floor is not a smooth
featureless sedimentary plain, but instead it is of rough topography
with numerous irregularities, deep depressions, many high seamounts,
and elongate ridges and trenches, determined largely by tectonic movements and volcanic extrusions (.Dietz, 1954, p. 258,, and Shepard, 1948,
p. 280).

Since the ocean floors cover a vast area only the floors of the
major oceans will be discussed, ,Ri th particular attention being paid
to a few of the major topographic features.

Shepard (1948, p. 280)

says that "all of the oceans are interconnected, but there are submerged ridges which separate the three la.rge oceans:
Atlantic, and the Indian".

the Pacific, the

5
The Atl~ntic
The Atlantic i s the second l arges ocean with an area of about 32
mi] ion square miles.

It has a mean depth of 10,920 feet; this is some-

what less than the mean depth of all the oceans which is 13,41+0 feet.
According t o Shepard (1948, p. 281) "the most striking feature of the
topography of the Atlantic is the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which can be
traced from Iceland south to the Antarctic continent."

This ridge,

J00-600 miles wide and 10 1 000 miles long, is the longest moutain

system on earth.

The ridge is a continuous moutain mass, the only

break being the Romanche Trench at the equator.

The ba se of the ridge

i s roughly three miles below t he surface and the peaks rise 10 1 000 feet
above it, emerging above.the surface and forming islands at several
localities (Azores, St. Paul Rocks, etc.).

twing (1948, p. 275) thin.~s

that the ridge is the center of earth quakes and probaoly was formed by
heat and pressure.

Figure 3.shows a part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

near the equator.
A

second striking feature o

fabulous Romanche Trench.

the floor of the Atlantic is the

This trench 1~ located west of Africa's

Ivory Coast, and stradles the equator in Mid-Atlantic.

It is 70 miles

long and 25,354 feet deep, however, the greatest mea sured depth in the
Atlantic is not in this trench, but in the Brownson Deep north of Puerto
Rico, where the depth is 28,500 feet (Shepard, 1948, p. 281).

Scientists

have no explanation as to the origin of the trench at that location.
The rest of the worlds great depth's occur near continental coasts or

strings of islands, the titanic pressure that pushed the land up pushed

the deeps doffll.

According to Coustaau (1948, p. 373) the Romanche Trench
•
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lies in belt of seismic activity and it might be related to t~e upthrust
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
Another notable feature on the floor of the Atlantic

that is 20 miles wide, 2 miles deep , and 45, 000 miles long.

is a crack
This crack

was located by Maurice Ewing and his associates of the Lamont Geological
Observatory in early 1957.

The main line of the rift extends southward

along the Atlantic from the Greenwh ch Meridian in the Far North,
bis~cting Iceland, and running midway between North and South Americ~ i
on the west, and Europe and Africa on t~e east.
branches at the souther ntip of Africa.

It splits into two

See Figure 7. (Freeman, 1957).

Another topographic feature of tne Atlantic is the North America
Basin.

This basin extends from the continental shelf off the north-

eastern United States south to Bermu1a and reaches eastward to the MidAtlantic (Northrop, 1954, p. 252).

Minor features in the Atlantic are

a number of trb.l~Verse ridges which extend out from the continents on both
sides (Shepard, 1948, p. 281).
Toe Pacific

The Pacific also has many rugged features; in fact few places can
be found where the ocean floor is even.

This ocean is the largest of

all the oceans, occupying almost one-half of the Earth's surface (Shepard,
1948, p. 281).

It has an are~ of 64 million square miles and a mean dept~

of 14,200 feet (Daly, 1942, p. 7).

According to Shepard (1948, P• 283)

a series of deep trenches skirt the ~acific, some of the main ones
being the Japan, Marianas, Mindanao, Tongo, and Kermadec,

"The deepest

places yet sounded in the oceans are in the Marianas Trench in the
Pacific.

The Russian ship Vityaz reported in August, 1957, talcing

8
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soundings off the Philippines that showed a depth of 35,948 feet.

In

October, 1951, HMS Challenger obtained a depth of 35,640 feet about
200 miles soutilwest of Guam."

(Hansen, 1958, p. 507)

From these depths

e.

one can see that the greatest oceanic depths far excea the heightsof
the highest mountains on the continent.

Mount Everest, the highest

mountain on land, is only 29,028 feet high (Jenkins, 1927, p. 15).
Shepard (1948, p: 283) says that "the nature of these deep trenches is
not known, but the soundings indicate that they are relatively narrow,
without any broad, flat floor".

Most of the world-shaking earthquakes

have their origin in these trenches.
The Pacific also contains many ridges which trend in all directions.
Th~ greatest of these are the ridges of the Hawaiian chain which lie
almo·st in the center of the ocean and extend in a west-northwest direction for over 2,000 miles.

Contrary to earlier beliefs, this ridge is

not bordered by particularly deep water, the depths being about average
for the Pacific.

(Shepard, 1948, p. 285)
The Indian Ocean

The Indian Ocean is the smallest of the three major oceans.

It

has an area of 28 million square miles and a mean depti1 of 1.3,0SO feetThP. deepest part of the ocean is just off western Austra .ia, and exten s

up along the coast of the Dutch East Indies.

This ocean does not con-

tain so many deep trenches, but it does contain a eeries of curving
ridges on t~e western portion.

"The Kerguelon-Gaussberg ridge vir-

tually connects India and Antarctica and has a branch extending to
Me.d.?gascar; another, the Carlsberg Ridge (see Fig. ,) , runs almost at
right angles to the first, extending fr,.,m fae

~

aldives, southwest of

10

e

India, to the nort':ieastern point of /frica" (Shepard, 1948, p. 288).
Figure 8. shows a topographic profile of the floor of the Pacific
and Atlantic ocean, and a comparison with the topography of the United
States.
G~oll!orahology.
Submarine geomorphology is concerned with a number of topographic
features, some of which are oceanic deeps and smaller basins,

tdges,

trenches, submarine canyons, senmounts, plateaus, swells, rises, and
guyots
morph c

(Kuenen, 1950, p. 480).

Sedimentation . s also a dominant geo-

roce~~, but it will be di cu.~~d later.

According to Thorn-

bury (1956, p. 476) vulcanism end diastrophism are largely responsible
for the major relief features on the floors of t~e ocean basin~.

Moct

of the features have sharp edges and express considerable angularity;
this is probably due to the lack of, or reduction of, mass-wasting
and WPathering.

That is why beneath the ocean the geomorphic features

even of t~e smallest degree are preserved indefinitely (Thornbury,
1956, P• 476).
The features of the ocean floor can be divided into t~o groups,
the negative and the positive.
The Negative Features
Thornbury (1956, p. 476) states that "the major negative features
of the deep-sea floor are basins, trenches, and troughs".

Basins are

large depressions which are either circular or oval, or even ellipt ical i n f orm; small depression8 may be termed pits.

Trenches are

elongated narrow depressions with steep sides, whereas troughs are
long, broad depre~sions with gent y

~

oping sides.

They are not to be

confused with submarine canyons whi~h are valley-like trenches on con-

~
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Fig.&. Compressed profiles of portions of tne bottom of the
Pacific from the Mid-Pacific Expedition compared to profiles
across the United States from1 Geological Survey topographic
sheittts and across the South Atlantic. Vertical e:z:a.ggeration
is 100 times. (From D~etz, 1954,p. 264, fig. 5)
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tinental or isnular slopes.

(Kuenen 1950, p. 98, and Thornbury, 1956,

P• 476-478)

The Positive Features
The more prominent positive features of the deep-sea floor are

s, pli=_teaus, ~eamounts, and guyots.

ridges, rises, swe

A ridgP is a

long narrow structure , with steep sides and rough topography.
are long and broad
are almos

Rises

tructures which rise gently fron th~ fl or; swells

HA aiian

the same, only they are smaller in heigh'.

well is a good expmpl e of a swell (Fig.

8). Thornbury (1956, p. 479)

says that "submarine elevations of considerable extent with relatively
are ca le

flat top

~

pla.tenus".

Azores Plateau in the

orth AtlRntic and Albatross Plateau in the Pacific.

Lesser topogr&phic feature
(Eee

ig.

iJ

are seamount~ an

guyots.

Seemounts

are isolated, conical shaped peaks that rise sharply from

sediment covered plains.
the oce~n floor.
b s

good example of plateaus are the

Some o~ ~em rise as much a~ 6,000 feet above

Northrop (1954,

• 256) thinks that seamounts re

tic l~va cones t,~t ~~ve erupted on the oceun floor, the source

of the le.'11'e
basins.

f mor

0

eing the "'

e as that for the sima under y ng the oce,µ1

G yot~ , or tablemounts, ar~ f
or lesc conical shape.

194( (·o ell, 1957, p. 133}.

t-topped, deep-lyinv. seamounts

This term w

c

first us~d by H~cs

n

Figur~~ 2 and 6 ~how minor geomor hie

f •tures.

SEDIMENTS OF TH~

FEP-SEA FLOO

" he sea noor, being thP pl ce of accumulation of

materi

~

oid

et ital

of inorganic or organic origin, is virtua ly covered wit~ un-

con oli• ted se iments; therefore, the study o mater as foun

on the

13
sea bottom falle largely

·th n the field of ~edimentation, and t

methods of investigation employed are those used 'n this branch of

.

geology"

(Sverdrup,

n• ~'

1942, P• 946) •

In this discussi~n the term 'deep-sea sediments' is used in a
very broad eense but generally to include tho~e de~osits r.~ich occur
on the floors of the oceans belo

about 2,000 fathoms.

arine sedi-

mentation is concerned with many problems, some of which are unique
to the sea, and others are of more general character.

Since most

rocks exposed et the Furface of the earth are sedimentary deposits
laid down under the sea, it is important that marine sedimentation
as it. is going on no

be investigated, so that the past history of

the earth may be interpreted.

V ry little
sub tratum upon

nfo

(Sverdrup,~. al., 19

ation has been gathere

on th

hich the deeP-sea sediments are

Tne only infol"l'lation

iter was

und b~ th

, p. 947)

nature of the
deposited.

ei

nformation gather

y

a recent seismic exploration.c rried out by the Lamont Geological

Observatory.
of the

This exploration took pl,.,.ce betreen the eastern coa.t

niteo St~tes and the islands of BPrmuda.

Seiemic reflP-ction

end refr ction profiles were made by observing the veloci tr: at which

the seismic · ves penetrated the sedim~nts and t"rie substratum.
exa.rni ing these velocities in the

aboratory an

By

com.aring them 1'1'i.th

continental ceismic ~efrAction end reflection velocities, conclusion
Pre drawn as to the nat11r of' the
the sed ments fro
Paleozoic

0

Nova Scotia to N

"'U

c'-ratum.

the orogenic

a~ement

eneath

F.ngland is metamorphosed rock of

nd Precrunbrian ages, but this me

goes farther awa. fro

he

orphism decreases es one

e ts of the cot

ents.

e
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e

basement thins and pinches out and the sediments become underlain by
the simatic crust made up basaltic to ultra.basaltic rocks.

"The

Mohorovicic discontinuity, w ich is at a depth of around lJO,OQO ft.
(40

km.) below sea· level under eastern North America, is at a depth

of .30,0::>o ft. (10 km.) undP.r the oceen basin aree1.s"

(Officer, 1955,

P• 2) •

Of course no definite conclusions c!.n b~ drer.n as to the nature
of the substratuo throughout el

of the oceans until further investi-

gations are made, but one could conclude that orogenic belts probably
have much to do with the type of substratum thet might be present.
igures 9 and 10 show the geologic structure made from refraction and
reflection profiles.
Sourcl!" .2.1. ~-.§.fil: Sediments.
Sediments are being deposited on the ocean floor at ratee which
vary from place to place, en are the

rAsu

t of e variety of sources.

"VieViing the earth as a whole, the main sources of sedimentary matter
a re the continental areas, t:~e coasts, and marine

ifP,

phere, rivers, icebergs, etc., are media of transport"
p. 210).
undP.r
muRt

hile t:e atmos(Kuenen, 1950,

The source~ of marine sedimentary ma terial~ r.il

be discussed

eparate headings, but it should be realized th t e.ny grouping
e more or

ess arbitrary owing to the close interrelation of

many geological processes.

Moreover, it must be rP.membP,red that no

sharp boundary can be dra•m between the sources on one hand and the media
of transport on the other.

However, the ~Titer believes thet by

i~cussing the sources fir~t, and then transpor~tion and sediments

e

themselves, a c earer understanding cen be gainP

of marine sedimentation.
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Source fr m the
The particles dropping fro

tmosphere

the atmosphere ar

of thre~ di~ferent

kinds, meteoric dust, volcanic ej~cta, and ·ird b o
or. c dust is of extraterrestial o~ 4 g;~

the sedi ent cnrpet.

Th{~ d

t

etepart of

s ge

foun

in deep-s a lutites

in the form of tiry globules from 1/10 to 1/2 mm in diameter

"he dee -

~ea deposit called red clay contains locally from 20 to JO sch spherules

per liter, but in most red clays and t~e other types o deep sea sediments they are more ~carce or even absent"

(Kuenen, 1950, p. 212).

Volcanic ejecta make up a large quantity of .edimentary
on the ocean floor.

During eruptions, bombs, fragments of p

blocks of older rocks may be flung into the sea.
widespread, because the porous material
water logged and sinks to the bottom.
most important constituent of thic; t

aterial
ice, or

These depo.its are

ill float before it ecomes
Volcanic ash is proba

~

e of depo~it because i

is thrown

high into the air and then wind currents carry it r]l overt
before it is finally deposited.

The Swedish Deep-Sea expedi

the Ea~tern Mediterranean during 1948 collected e series of c res down
to a depth of 4,270 meters, and by correlating these cores,
volcanic ash layers were established.

These volcanic ashes

almost entirely of colorless glass fr gnients.
literature on volcanic eruptions in th·s region, it could be

ossible

that the e a"'he

Santorin,

originated from ne rb

just north of the isle o~
to be eround ]800-1500 B.C.

rete.

volcs.noe ... , especiall

The date of the eruption i~·assumed

(Mellis, 1955, p. 89).

"The third source of sedimentary parti( les in the atmo

here is
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dust and ~and raised by wind on land and carried far out to sea" (Kuenen,

195~, p. 213).

Some of this sand wa~ found at depths of two and three

miles ; it is wel

sorted,

ith no larg~ fragments, but varies in size.

It was found 1,200 miles from land and is believed to be fr~m 100,ono

to 325,000 years old

(Ewing, 1949, p. 611).

Sources from Skeletons and Te ts of Organisms
Marine sediment~ from skeletons and test~ of plants and animals
make up an important part of the ocean floor.

"In the deep-sea, •••

it is the plankton, the drifting population o~ surf ce waters, tha
contr:ibu es

215).

lk of material to sedi}'1enti:i.tion"

e

(Kuenen, 1950, p.

Diatoms play the major role in high latitudes ~nd radiolarians

in tro ical waters.

"The pelagic Fo1runinifera,

f

•

ecially the globi-

geriaas, rank foremost runc,mg the suppliers o~ ine.

In about half

the recent deep-sea deposit s the tests of the~e unicellular animals
predominate.

The tests of pteroJods and loose plEn

µ

(coccoliths)

of a certein type of pl&nktnnic algea, the Coccoli tho hridea, elso
h~ve a wide dirtribution, &!though they ht,rdly ever attain to half

the total bulk of a deposit."

(Kuenen, 1950, p. 215)

Sourcen from Terri enous
i~ ntPgration and

volved in the

ateri

ecom .ositior are two processe~ that are in-

ehking down of terrigenous rocks of either igneous or

sedimentary types.

Disintegr tion is the mechanica

compoeition involves chemic

change.

oth

of

b eokdov.n

these processes

d deC"Ufe

rocks to be broken own into smtll fragments, e.nd that way make it
pos,ible for vmter and wind to carry the fragments out to sea and
deposit them there.

The smaller the rock frAgmentr the

ore likely

they are to be carried out to sea, but c.ctually those found in the sea

18
v~.

rom 1 rge boulders to particles of colloidal dimenr,i ~s.

Qu rtz,

rnica, feld p~r, 1yroxenes and amphiboles, heavy minerals, clay miner8ls,
free hydroxides of iron alumina, colloidal

various stages

<., f

i'lica, "nd me.teris:i.1 iri

tr&nsforms.tion can be found on the ocean floors,

directly the renults of these two procesces.

(Sverdrup, et. el., 1942,

P• 949)

Sourcef from other

~ter e.ls ·

Marine seniment[ also contain sediment::; ~hich are derived
various other sourcer.

rom

Decomposable organic matter of plants and ani-

ma.lr, precipitation from sea water, glaciers and ice, and weathering

on the sea floors are some of the sources end agents which contribute to
dee_-sea sediments.

Through mineralogical rtudies new light has bPen

thrown on the origin of the coarser mineral fragments of the sediments

1:t great depths.

"It e.ppears that they are lc..rgely due to

I

myloniu tion',

a curshing effect of.the basic rocks probably due to the differcntiel
movement of same."

(Pettersson, 195J, P• 17)

Transnortation o f ~ - ~ SedimPnt.s.

Sverdrup, Johnson, end Fl~ming (194~, p. 953) eey that according
to Twenhofel thP follorlng agencies transport material to the sea:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

e

"Rivers and streams carrying both particulc. te vnd dissolved
mi teriE.1 •
.in'"" sh, slumping elong river banks and sea coasts, e.n11 J ,··1,e
scale landslides.
Shoreline erosion by waves.
Gh.ciers and sea.-ice carrying rock fragments.
Biological activity ·which may also increase the transport by
other &gencies.
~inds, which pick up large amounts of fine-grained debris
from barrf e. rid aree:.s.

Volcanic activity, r.hich may discharge lirge amounts of fine
grained dust."
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ost o

the agencies are indirectly responsible for t.11.e movements

of deep-sea sediments.

Sedimentary debris which has been transported

to the sea settle~ through the water and is at the seme time carried
laterally by currents, horizontal currents, currents cre&ted by storm
waves, currentr created by submering slumping, end eddy currents.

( .ric1oon, 1951) •

Trensportation also takes ph.ce aJ ong the sea bottom.

In certain plE.ces on the ocean lloor erosion and transportation by

bottom currents ts evi ent.

These currents displece sediment lsyers

and are responsible for certain local occurPances of pre-Quaternery

bottom sediments in or near the surfece (Pettersson, 1953, p. 17).

~uo

flows also represent

a

movement of material on the

SP.a

bottom.

They occur in ar~as where sediments are accumulEting rupi ly on stee
rlore~ and break down str&tification that may have deve oped in the
deposit.

Sediments are also transported by suspen~ion, sliding,

rolling, and saltation.
Classification of Deep-S,e_a Sfdirn..m:t.§..
According to Kuenen (1950, p. ;Jf) deep-cea deposits may be
classified in the following manner:
Hemipelagic and terrigenous sediments;
Bue, red, yello~, green, coral, ca.lcareaous, and
vo CAnic muds,
( ) Pelae: c ae i ents:
alcareaou oozes: GlobigPrinan, pteropod, coccolith oozes.
Siliceou oozes: radiolFri n, diatom oozes.
Rt:>d c ey.
Shepard (19 8, p. 293) also gives a clasfification of deep-Pea
as sug ~std by

urray and Renard:

epo

ts
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egic deposit:: ( formed in deep water far from

1.

rediolari~n
g obigerin

red cla
diatom ooze

end).

007,e

ooze

pteropod ooze

2.

Terrigenous deposite (formed close to the continents
end m&de up largely of transp rted materials).
red mud
volcanic mud
coral and sand mud.

lue mud
green mud

Hemipelagic and Terrigenous Sediments
The mud deposits which are found in the dee. oceans around the
borders of the continents are not much different from those of the
continental f.helf and the continental slope.

According to Shepard

(1948, p. 298) "they consist largely of detrital f.ilt and clays derivAd from the land."

These muds differ from the oozes in that the silt

:'raction is largely of mineral grainc: with on y snall amounts of
organisms.
"The mud~ vary widely in color.

Blue colors are due to org&.nic

m tter Rnd to the alter~tion of the ferric sulphate to fprrous oxide
or ferrous hydrate.

Black muds are due to a higher amount of orgenic

compounds~nd sulphides of iron present.
ftrong hydrogen ~ulfide odor.

Black muds usually have a

Red mud contains an abundfillce of ferric

iron oxides, indicative of oxidizing conditions in contrast to the
reducing conditions of the blue muds.

Green muds are characterized

mo stly by the preePnce of gl~uconite, although thee

uconite may be

so finely divided as to be detectable ohly by special methods of
analysis.

The green color is due to ferrous iron and moderate amounts

of organ\c matter.

Wllil e muds con~i~t

r Qdorninatly of calcareous

ma.t,er) -"'l Pround coral iflands" (She. ~ ~, 1948, p. 298).
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In the Antarctic and Arctic, deep-water sediments have been r~und
hich contain an ebund~nce of coarse meteri
silt rather than clay.
gin.

This mud is made up of

The deposits are believed to be of glacial ori-

They were transported by glaciers and iceberg"' and then deposited.

Cores which were taken in .t~e North Atlantic sho

that postglacial

deposits can be identified as f ar as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the
form of globigerinan ooze (D,mbcir, and Rodgers, 1957, p. 57).
places in the

At some

orth At i>ntic four z_ones of glacial marine sediments

h&ve been found ; the interpretation is that erch zone represents a
cold or glacia

<>tage of the Pleistocene,

(Shepard, 1948 , p . 299)

Pelagic Deposits
. Kuenen (1950, p. 347) says that "the pelagic (or eupehgic) sediments
are characterized by the absence of terrestrial minertl grains larger than
the colloida 1 fraction.

The most common constituents are clay minerals

and rema~ns of planktonic unicellular organisms."

ost parts o~ the

abyss are covered with these pelagic sediments of fine ooze or clay.
Calcareous oozes cover about 128 mil ion sq. km., siliceaous oozes
38 million sq.

km.,

~nd the abyssal clay 102 million sq. km, (red clay

is better ca] led abyi'" 1 clay, because mo t of it is not .,..ed, but
rownish).

Clay i~ found onl

at depths greater than 4,000 meters and

ooze at depths of lefS than 4,000 meters.

(Bruun, 1957, p. 645)

According to Shepard (1948, p. 293) "the deposit:;: of deep ba ins
far from land ·hich are lo

in calcium carbonate are called red c y".

T~ese clays are Roft, plartic, and greasy to the touch.

They cover

most of the Atlantic, Indian , and Pacific ocean f oors, almo~t P.ntirely

e

below 12,000 feet.

The clays are fine grained, and approach the com-

position of the aver ge igneous rocks.

The source of this red cl~y

-
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may be from windblown dust, from meteoric dust, from volcanic ashes,
or from terrigenous sediments of colloid 1 dimensions.

he red color

is due to oxidation which can take place readily because the cold deep
water carries free oxygen in solution and sediment"" which settle very
slowly have ample time to be oxidized.

The red clay remains oxidized

because of the lack of organic matter at such great depthsto use up
the oxygen.

(Dunbar and Rodgers, 1957, p. 57)

The depositci which contein more than
organ c origin are rPferred to a

oozes.

into calcareous and siliceous oozes.
i clud

JO per · cpnt of mntPrial of
These oozes may be

Calcareous ooze

ivided

gener

y

gob gPrine, pteropod, and coccolitjs; siliceaous oozes include

red olarians and diatoms.

These oozes, li~e red clay, are so~t.

Under the microscope they reveal myriads of small shell, largely
(Shepard, 1948, p. 297).

Forami~ifera, Radiolaria, and diatoms
Ca careous oozes contain more than

)I) p

r cent calcil.ltl carbone .~;

the calcium ca bonate coming mo tly from plunkt~nic llilimals and plants.
tn the globigerinan ooze the calcium carbonr.te in in the tests of
pelagic forami~ifer1ns; the pteropod oozes cont in conspicuou

rhells

of pelagic mollusk~; coccolith oozes conteinf large numbers of coccoliths

and rh b~olithr

ht ~or:n the protective ~tructures of the minute

Coccolithophoridae.

Siliceous oozeci

re pelagic de osits

"ch contain

a largP. percentage of ~iliceous rkeletal ma 8ri 1 derived from p

· p ~n t~. .
t on1.c

nd

tom fru~tule

n1·m t...ls •

pro uced b' plankton c plantf.

ma e un of r~ iola
mAls.

The a,'~t~~
.,... ooz~s cont~1.·~
,.

i-

s~eletons produced b

(fverdr, ... , rt. _gl., 19/+2, P• 972)

nk-

c.rge amount:3 of
diolarian ooz

~ ir

thee planktonic ani-

.2 . . . .

Figure 11. shows the distri bution of sediment types in the oceans.
"The dominant bottom type sedim€nt of the North Pacific is red clay,
whereas gg_obigerina ooze covers a little more than 50 per cent oft e
Atlantic, Indian, and South Pacif c" (Shepard, 1948, p. ·301).

Radiola-

rir-r. ooze is found mo~tly along the line of the north equatori&l current,
almost entirely a deep water area ; pteropod ooze is found mostly

ear

shoal portions of the Atlantic.
'Gre

1

P

found off co~ slacking lar e rivers, ~uch as

the west coact of orth America ; blue muds are foun

around the con-

tinen s of the Atl .t c; red muds occur off. the great riYers of Sou 4 h
America end off

he YP11o,· Sea ; whit muds are found a ound co~al

islanrs ; r-nd volcanic muds around volcanic islands

hich lack corll

ree~s." (Shepf.rd, 1948, p • .;03)
Rft'?,S. .Q.f

P.

osi t:ior:. of

ThP same factors

~-~

SP.g,im.em,~.

feet th

ate of deposition in the oceanic

environment a~ affect de ocition on land :

" ••• vari tions in

rnly

of mr- terial, vari · tions in tr nsporting agencie,, and general geographic r,o~ition" (Phleger, 19.49) .
sition hnve been made from cor~s.

Mo"t studies made on rates of nepo.

Radioactive measurement~ hPve been

made of globigerinan ooze and rates hnv

been ertabli~h d.

Rate of

sedimentation can ulso be determined by the ionium conter-t of deepseH cores.

C'ores can be taken

hich are

bout 20 meters in

ength

f rom the deeP-sea floor, e.nd if .conditions heve not been disturbed
in a.n.,

·a , e.n unrivalleo hi~tory of th~ chP.nging condi tior.s is lf>ft

for i~vestigation.

By this method the worlc's past cli

tic changes

ctn be traced, paleocircul tion of the ocetn and etmosphere can be
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studied, the causes of climatic change can be determinP-d, and future
changes can be forecasted.
"The rate of s~dimentation of the clay component has remained
essentitlly constant with time" (Wifeman, 195.3, p . 3).

According to

Pettersson (1953 , p . 17) "the rate of sedimentation found, either from
investigations of the micro - fossils in the sediments, or from radioactive measurements show that a norna.1. rate of sedimentation in true
ocennic sediment

vari r from a minimum in the Pccific red clay of

abo t 1 mm ( ot· le . . s) in 1,000 yen rs, to a

ximum in cp.lcareous ooze

of between 15 end 25 mm in 1,000 years."

In continental seas such as

the Mediterranean, the rate of sedimentation mcy ri f.e loc"llJ to 1.00
Itlil

in 1 , 000 years.

Rates of sediment&tion could be studied ideally

if cores could be taken to the bedrock in various places, and then much
more accurate conclusions could be dravm.
Thickness of DeeP-Sea cedimen ts .
Very little information is available on the thickness of deepSP-a ' sediments, because not enough measurements have been made , however, some data is available.

Under the abyssal plein portion of the

orth America Ba~in the sediments are from 3, 000 - 4, 000 feet thick.
Under the Bermuda risP the sediments are 1,000 feet thick and are underlain by a layer of volcsnicE and poseibly consolidated SPdiments,
varying in thickness from 5,000 - 10, 000 feet.

nvestigations over the

conti~Pnta] rise from Nova Scoti& to Georges Bank have shov;n extensive
se iments of geosynclina
u~w&

-

of 15,000 feet.

proportion~ ~~th a maximum thickness

The age is assumed to be Tertiary or Jurassic,

but for the most part Upper Cretaceous. (Officer, 1955, p. 25.3)
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Individual lsyers of well-sorted sands at abyssal denth fqr from
land have been discovered in the Atlentic.

Such layers have been ob-

SP.rved at depths ranging from 2,000 - 2,700 fathoms.

These layers are

abou~ a meter thick and are intermixed with layers of clay and globigerinan ooze (Ericson, 1951).

At certain places in the ea~tern Atlan-

tic Valley the deep-sea sediments are J,500 meters thick.

In general,

the ~e iments in the Pacific and Indian oceans are not that thick
Petter~son, 1953, p. 17).
!jccellaneous Remerks about~-~ Sediments.
During a recent expedition in the Pacific, fifty-five rock fragments ~ere dredged et about 2 1 700 fathoms nenr Jimmu Seamount, 700
miles southeast of Kamchatka.

Tu:fa.ceeous shale, andecidic and daci-

tic tuff, pyroxene-hornblende dacite pumice, end augite-hyperEthene
andesite were the most abundrn

rock types

resent.

The haul also

included augite:..pigeonite baqalt, augite-olivine b c::~lt,.olivine
dolerite, quartz syenite porphry, metaba~alt~ Eandstone, and chert.
Pe ,rographic and chemical analysis indicate

- colser ~~finity with

Ku~il islf.nds and Kamch?tka vole nic rockr thnn dth Cenozoic Japanese or Pacific Basin type rocks.

These rocks were probab y dropped

by Pleistocene iceberg"' ond carried south and east bY ocean currents.
Of these rocks " ••• nineteen a.re fl£.t, angula.r

ragments of com-

ps.rs.tj.vel • soft rocke, ten are well-rounded pumice, twenty four ere
well-rounded pebbles of h&rd rocks, end two are ragged fragments of
scorit:.. and sle..gg." (Kuno,

..tl• !Y.:.• , 1956, p. 126)

Rocks have also been dredged from ridges in the Indian OCPan
and they consisted largely of basalt, but continental rocks have
also been found (Shepard, 1948).
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The sediments on the bottom of the ocean are so fine that c cuds
of sediment are t~rown up to heightR of several meters following the
jettisoning of iron pellet ballst on the botton (Picard an

Dietz, 1957,

P• 221).

Recently a new method of investigating the ocean dee. s has come
into use.

It ·nvolve~ the use of the c

deep-sea.

The recent Calypso

er

in taking picturer o~ the

,q.,edition (Cou~teau, 1958, p. 373) used

such a camera exc]usively and several pictures were taken.

The camera

was an automatic camera in a steel-tube housing capable of withstending

pressures of 82 tons per square inch.

A

photograFh at 24,600 feet,

revealPd an area of about nines~ are feet, seeming]y showed terraces
by submcrine landslides or water currents.

Thick oozes cover oceans

et lesser depth, and scientists viere surpr · sed by the fresh appearance
of these angul&rities, suggesting erosion.

Another picture ~howed

an oce n bottom of grn.nular t~xture ii th smooth and angu
several places.

The terracing coul

pebbl

c

at

also ~ea result of solifluction,

a s1ow, downward creeping of wet soil, common on lend in $,retie regions,

but rarely attributed to subm~rine earth.
Several rocks of varying shades
picture::

p. 373)

ere also shown in one of the

ich seemed to look like mangane<:e nodules.
Deep-sea photographs from thP eastern an

(Coustenu, 1958,

southe stern Pacific

el so ::howed manganese nodules in the cl6.ys and oozes.

(chipek, 1958, p. 45)
By studying f&una::
by represented.

n the cores,

he se~uence of events can

A thick layer of tropical and sub-tropical faunas &bout

800 - 1,000 cm thick and 4,800 feet deep in the Carribee.n seems to

e

represent the secon

ir.terglacial et ge of the Plei~tocene; this wes

warmer than the present stage
ye&rs.

&r1

it is thought that it la~ted 200,000

By aeeuming that this was the second in erglacial rtage, thP-n t

next layer above ' t, the Qub-tropica.l and cool-tPmperature fauna~
repr,=,fent the third glacia
fourtl gle.cis.l.
l

C"l

stage, the t~ird interglacial, and the

By comparing many o

these cores one c n conclu e th t

of deposit represents anywhere from 500 - 1,000 ye rf' (Phleger,

1949).
CH! R~CTFRIST CS OF THF DEEP-S A E V F'J

1<NT

Just like the charac eristics of the continentsl enviro
the dee:r,-sea. also hes its specie

C'haracteri ... tics.

t

,

Some of these

characterietics are the same as those of the continentr, but they
are different in a sense because of the presence of water.

On the

continents, life depends on these characteristics, and the same is· true
for the oceans, therefore, before life c·n

e

iscussed, it if

necessary to discus~ some of the f&ctors which hffect life.

scu~s d are light, heat-fl0,

envirom:lentel characteristics which iill bP

pre~sure, temperPture, salinity, oxygen Gontent, an

Sunlight does not penetrate very
ocean.

The ma'or

r belo

othPr chPm·cal

the rnrfsce of the

By using specially constructed instruments illumination was

measured at depths as great as 610 meters.

Re~ults show that there is

a uniform end high transparency for · the n ter between 100 and 600
meters.

Measurements made at night showed th t the illumination
0

e-

cr~eQed within the upper layers et bout the s me rate as during the
ey.

At

e. tr.r

-tween 300 an

6oO metPrs, the background light

rem~ined about constant or tended to increase.

(Clfrke, 1956, p. 189}

ements.
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-

oes

Bioluminescence is hPr y of much importance an
At the surface m·n

trate very fpr.

are prob bly rare in the deep.

11

ot pene-

tminou ~rganisms Jive, but they

Some animals, like Umbellula, produce

light but the general rule that true abyssal animals have reduced
eyes or are bin must mean that any form of ig~t i~ sparBe s.nd of
little ecologi~al import~nce" (

, 1157,

• 645).

The measurement of heat-flow involves the determin tion of the
rate of increase of tempera ure d

·ard ·r:to the

the co ductivity of the sedim~nts.

he c nductivity is measured in

the laborator.,; from cores collec ed

rom the bottom.

ediments nd of

According to

Bullard (1954, p. 65) "the tem9erature er ient is det
cing a • robe car •ing reco.rr. · np thermometer int

the

omet~rs

re commected to

The deflection

rf

ir.e

by for-

tbe bottom."

galvanometer in a p cr~re

,...hese

· g~t ca e.

0

the galvano eter is recored on photgrahic film

on a rotating rum.

From this "nfo

tion calculations can be made.

Results from measu emPnts which have been made in the Central
Pacific show that heat.:.flow through the oceon noor averages 1.2x10-6
cal/cm2-sec.

n the Northwestern Atlantic the averagP is i.ox10-6

cal/cm2-sec.

These ve.lues are almost the same es the vnlues foun~

on the c ntinent, which are 1.2:x10-6 cal/cm2-sP-c.

These v ues are

not to be taken at their fece value since the reftllts might be the
after Affects of

&

c imatic change. (B1llPrd, 1954,

• 66)

though the number of measurements made i., smal:l, it is noteworthy that mot of the me surements th t have.been ma e covering a
tot&l distsnce of 3,000 miles, sho

that the computed heat-flow

lies within 10 per cent of the verhge v ue f or the continents.
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"ThP.heat flowing from the deep Pacific floor could represent

e

at least in part a 'fossil' temperature gradient in the sediments,
remaining from a time when the bottom-we.ter gr&dient

as higher than

the present l.6ocn (Revelle, et.~., 1952, p. 199).

Heat might also

be generate by biologic ectivity ·ithin these

ents,

heat would account for only o.05x10-6cal/cm2-sec., or

4%

But such
of the observed

heat-flow •. If the heat does not c me from the sediments, it must come
from the underlying rocks of the erath 1 s curst and mantle.
Radioactivity might also create heat •

•

This heat-flow through thP ocean f oor should heBt the bottom
?·ater mas

about one-tenth of a degree, but not enough observations

have been made to establi~h this fact. (Revelle,~. al. , 1952, p.
200)
Pres"'ure.
Pressure is an importent characteristic of the deeP-sea.
increases steadily and rapidly as depth increases.

Pres~ure

ch foot of euth

add~ neArly a half a pom1d of pressure per square inch to a body.
Orgpn sms c~n withstand grea• pr srure, expPcially ~um~n,

ecause

the hum~.n tissue is almost incompressible.
As a comparison of pressure for land and sea, " ••• e man on land
bears an atmospheric pressure of several tons on the surface of his
body ithout noticing it.

The oceanic fluid doubles atmo~ heric

pressure thirty-three feet do

At sixty-~ix feet pressure i~ tripled ,

it is fourfold at nine-ty-nine feet, and so on
thirty-three feet" (Cousteau, 1953).

e

om in multiples of

rom this one can see that hydro-

static pressure, the weight of the overlying water, is a function of
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e

Another re ationshir might be to equ te ten meters of water to

one atmosohere of pressure.

Therefore, the pressure ranges from 200 to

6oO atmospheres in the abyssal sone, increasir.g toward 1,000 atmospheres
in the hadal zonP, (Bruun; 1957, p. 645).

Animals living at a depth of

thirty thousand feet have a prescUre of seven tons per square inch exerted on their body.
Temperature.
The abyssal zone was delimi+4ol ' toward the bathyal zone by the temperature of about 40c; therefore it is a tyrical cold water zone, which
has its corresponding counterpart only in the shallow waters of the polar
regions.

Cold water circulates from these polar regions through the en-

tire ocean floor.

This cold water movement is slow, but it does reach

the tropics and produces a general density stratification in the ocean
based upon temperature.

The density currents due to water masses of un-

equal salinity cause a non-uniform decrease in temperature with increasing depth.

In general, at depths below 6oo feet the water is everywhere

within a few degrees of freezing.

The transition between the surface

water zone and the cold water zone is almost like night and day-there is
a very sharp break, and it is of such magnitude that it can be detected
by the touch of human flesh (Cousteaue, 1953).
Table 1 shows temperatures (Centigrade) recorded at various depths
and latitudes in the Atlantic Ocean, between the latitudes of Snitzbergen and the South Orkney Islands.
Measurements taken i~ the Carribean show e slight increase in temperature from 1933 to 1954.

Table 2 shows the average temperature at

various depths from the Carribean region.

I

I

depth.

~
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Table 1.

Temperatures at Di fferent Depths and Latitudes
in the Atlantic Ocean . After Schott from Dunhar and Rodgers ( 1957 , p. 56 , table J ).

DeDth in
Meters
~0°:tI

Latitude
ov
~2o"N

60 '-'N

40°lI

90

16v
120

20°
15°

27 °
15°

20"'S

4ovs

1r

nu

15°
10°

~ oo
< 10

6ovs

0
200

20
20

0"'

400

10

go

12°

12°

90

90

100

<10

800

00

go

11°

80

50

50

40

< 10

1000

K o0

70

90

60

50

40

10

<10

2000

-1 0

10

40

40

1 . 1°

10

20

< oo

Table 2 .

The average te mperature at various depths in
the Carribean . (After Worthington , 195) , p .
8J , table 2)

Depth in
Meters

Gain

2 000

4 . 061

4 .0

0 . 014

00

4. o o

4. 0 8

0. 008

000

4 . 118

4. 122

O. OOL~

00

4. 1 6

4 .1 2

o. oo

2

The ternperr-i. ture gradient of deep- sea sedi ments can be studie.d by a
means of a geothermometer .of special construct i on .

I n the Central Paci-

fic O!?ean, close to the Eq_ua.tor, in a depth of about 4, 400 meters, the
temuerature rose in the sedi ment 1°c in about 21 meters; in the Western
Pacific Ocean in a depth of 5 , JOO me t ers a rise of 1°c in 26 cm was obsero

ved, ".nd in the Ind'ian Ocean a r i se of l C in 4 meters .

The low conduc-

tivi ty found in deep- sea sedi ments by these gra¢ients shows that in the
fir s t tw o examples named, a geothermal current comparable in intensity
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e

with that found on an average in the continents is present.

1953,

:?•

{Petterssen,

17)

Salinit.Y,.
According to Sverdn.ip (1942, p.8)."salinity is defined as the ratio
between the weight of the dissolved material and the weight of the sample

of sea water, the ratio being stated in parts per thousan1 or per mille."
When parts per mille are used the symbol

0

/oo is used.

The water of the ocean can be divided into two layers: (1)

the

'troposphere', which refers to the upper layer of relatively high temperature found in the middle and lower latitudes and within which.strong
currents are present, and (2)

the

1

ftratosphere', which refers to the

nearly unifonn masses of cold, deep and bottom waters.

Salinity within

the stratosphere is very uniform as compared to the troposphere, where
it varies d~e to excess of evaporation over precipitation.

(Sverdrup,

.il• al., 1942, p. 141)
"The variation of the salini t
point of view, extremely Sinall.

in the abyss is, from an ecological

An average figure may be set a 34.8°/oo,

and the variation is only about 0.2°/oo" (Bruun, 1957, p. 647).

This

applies in time to a single place, and also when passing from one ocean
to another, if special bodies of wat~r like the Mediterranean are excluded.

"It does not seem that the slight variations in the salinity

close to the bottom (Bruun, 1957) can be of biological importance,"
Oxygen 6on,ten_,t.
Oxygen is present in sufficient quantities to sup ,ort life in bottom waters of the deep oceans.

If a correlation between the oxygen con-

centration and t3e distribution of the species could be made a clearer

e

understanding of t~e oxygen content could be had, but at the present
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e

this is impossible.

It could also be that many anima]s live anaero-

bically for short periods of time ~hen they invade areas of low oxygen
content.

There seems to be a sudden decrease of oxygen in t~e water

layer from about 20 to 25 meters above the bottom down to layers one
meter above the bottom (Bruun, 1957, p. 645).

Recent studies by Miyake

and Sarahashi (1956) showed that there is an occurrence of minimum oxygen concentration at intermediate depths, down to about 2,000 meters.
Jinor Environmental Characteristics.
Sea water within a few meters of the deep-sea floor contains phospha~es, silicates, aJ.kalines, nitrogen, and carbon-dioxide, but there
is no indication so far that the presence of these factors has much to
do with the distribution of animals.
LIFE IN THE DEEP-SEA
Recent investigations of t he deep-seas reveal that life does exist,
and abundantly in many places, in the abyssal and hadal areas of the
oceans.

In the Romanche Trench of the Mid-Atlantic life was found to

exist at depths of 24,600 feet, and other investigations h·.ve shom
that life is aJ.so present in intermediate layers all the way up to the
surface.

Life is most abundant between 500 and 900 meters below the

surface, but t~is does not rule out the possibility th8

once more in-

vestigations are made, the abundance of life can also be esteblished
a.t greater dept."'ls.

As has been me tioned earlier, life is dependent

upon certain characteristics, and the abundance of life defi~itely
e.ends upon availability of these characteristics.

!22.<l·
"All ~rganisms living below t.-ie photosynthetic zone must depend
upon food that falls from this uppermost zone" 'Bruun, 1957, p. 649).

.,
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.en speaking of food in this connection, it must be under~tood to
mean

ood as energy stored in orgpnic matter, because such energy can

be utilized by heterotrophic bacteria when t..'ley as~imilate plant and
animal remains or dissolved organic matter.

According t::> Bruun (1957,

p. 649), ZoBell says that "bacteria oxidize ap roximctely 60 - 70 per cent
of organic carbon to carbon dioxide, whereas the remaining
cent of the organic carbon is converted into bacterial eel

JO -

40 per

substance

(particulate protoplasm), consisting primarily of p oteins and lipids
that may untimately serve as important sources of food for deep-sea
animals."

Some food is also incorporated in t:'le s dimentf:, and bottom
0

dweJl~rs probebly thrive on that type, and some animcls may even

ive

off sinking dead bodies of plankton organisms.
It was first assumed that the greater the deoth, the less the f od
sup:--1y, but later
amount of food av~i
bathypelagic zone.

roof shows tnat this is not nece s rily true; the
ble is largely independent of the depth belor. the
"On the ·hole t.."1e food sup ly ; n the

had1>.l zones is not plentiful; it may even be cal ed

~

Y""S

and

recariouf:, but it

is no more scarce than in any ot~er region of the oce~n below the layers
that are in fairly close contact with the photosynthetic zone"

(Bruun,

1957, p. 651).
Kinds of Life.
Many kinds o; fauna are present in the abyssal and ~adal rPgions.

A recent haul made at 4,820 meters on a light colored Foraminifera ooze
between Madagasc8r and Mombase included all kinds of life.

Some of

the types present were the echinoderms, holothurians, asteriods, coe-

e

lentera t~s, crinoids, ~olluscs, crustaceans, cephalopods, and fishes.

f

I
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Most of the hadal fauna has been studied onJy in seven of the
trenches, and much of the material has been studied only in a preliminary manner.

The investigations showed that the species

el

sharpl

th increasine depth, however some, such as the holothurians are very
abundant.

The hadal fauna include sponges , ophiurans, holothurians,

polychaetes, anemones, &steroids, crustaceans, bivalves, gastro ods,
ascidians, hydroids, echiuroids, and fish.

A haul from 9, 000 meters

cont~ined the following number of animals:

11

•••

2, 850 Elpidia, nearly
I

2, 000 Pogonophora, 84 echiuroids, 150 crinoidc, 160 pol chaetes; the
51 700 specimen!" represented 17- 8 species."

(Bruun, 1957, p. 661)

Ecological Groups.
According to Bruun (1957, p. 661) "the abyssal and probably the
hadal animals can be divided into two ecologictl gr,;:,ups."

he first

group is the true abyesal species, t.~ose which spend their en+i~P

in thi9
moves int

zone, and second group which spawns some~here else an
these zones.

ife

then

Some animals are caught in the abyssal zone

which just manage to live, but

C6ll

never reproduce there.

The ab ssal fauna have also been classified according to geographical d'stribution.
Antarctic, an

They can be divided into Atlantic, I ndo-Pacific,

Arctic ree:ons •

.Adapt~tions .!lf Deep-..§2 Anim 1 •

Bruun (1957, p. 666) rE< s that "morphologically the bj s.zr..

h~dal animals are in m n ways characteristic at firs

glance:

and
the

ack

of bright colorr characteri~tic of shallow- . ater anim&l., the re uctlon
of the eyes, often'to al bli~nness, and several other cha ·ucters ere
con picuous:

clo ser i'lrpertion re,e

ter or comple ~ of characters is

s that probably each single charac-

so found in iome related

nimal from

37
the ba thyal ,one or even co~£tal regions or fresh

eter, expeciall

caves. 11
An i~teresting sidel ne in the ~i~cussion
depth at which whales make their dives.

·O

Severa

deep-seu life, is t e
h

e_s have. een f un

entengled in de p-sea cabl sat depths of 500 and 620 fat~omf.
t1i

one can conclude that larger animal

waters of the oceans.

From

do penetrate the deeper

(Heezen, 1957, p. 105)
4/FY

Q

he deep-sea environment is

ivided int? two mein zones, the pelagic

or water zone, and the benthic, or bottom zone.
of rugged terrain, with many rises and deeps.

The deep-sea floor is

The Atlantic Rirlge is .

one of the 1 rgeet rises, and tho Marianas Trench is the deepes
dee s.

Sediments of all sorts cover the deep-sea floor.

o

the

uds of

various colors, calcareous and siliceous ooz s, qnl red clay"' are the
0

dominant type"' of sed "ment"'. found.
rat~s which vary from place to place
type of sediments being deposited.
tote sea b
the oce

Sedimenta+- o
611

t kes p ace at

which are de~end~ t upon the

These sediments are transported

stream"', wind, an mals, and ice, and

floor, turbidit

hen the

et to

currents anded y curr nts a ong with

submarine landslides tr·nsport them

urther.

nvironment l ccnditions of the deep-sea are varied.

Lig~t is

sent, the prPs:mre is trem ndous.- -seven tone per square inch at
30,0~0 ~eet--, the t

ere. tur

is alm st at a freezing pint

time, the o:xygen content if low, and the sa ini y i

great, yet, life

doe~ exist at these depth::- an

tmder the~e condi t ons.

for thie lif~ ie 1 · ~ited,

u i~

ut

the

The foo

u~~·cient, even at places

sur

1.

here

l
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life

s very Pbundant.

All kinds of life is present:

crinoids, echino-

derm, asteroids, sponges, holothurians, coelent rares, molluscs,
crustaceans, cephalopods, oph~~r~ns, polychaetes,

nempnes, bivalves,

gastro.o s, ascidians, hydroids, echi roids, and even fi~hes.
The deep-sea environment 1~ being studied int~nsly at the prPsent .
ti~e, and as soon as more data is gathered, one ~ill be ab e to draw
more definite cone usions about it and its life.

e
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